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ABSTRACT examples of needs for additional data are
given. The scope of the presentation is limited

A brief overview is presented on emerging to a general exposition on these topics, with
requirements for new criticality safety analyses no intent of providing a comprehensive
arising from applications involving nuclear compilation of data needs or in-depth
waste management, facility remediation, and discussions of the technical issues.
the storage of nuclear weapons components.
A derivation of criticality analyses from the For the past five decades, major activities
specifications of national consensus standards involving fissile material operations have been
is given. These analyses, both static and conducted in the United States under
dynamic, define the needs for nuclear data. acceptable criticality safety practices. These
Integral data, used primarily for analytical activities include uranium enrichment and
validation, and differential data, used in p!,utonium separation, followed by fissile
performing the analyses, are listed, along with material conversion (e.g., fluoride to oxide or
desirable margins of uncertainty. Examples to metal). The material is then fabricated into
are given of needs for additional data to some device (weapon component or reactor
address systems having intermediate neutron fuel assembly). Additionally, fissile material
energy spectra and/or containing nuclides of handling, storage, and transportation are
intermediate mass number, performed with the final product and at

various intermediate stages in these activities.

I. INTRODUCTION Currently, the United States is de-emphasizing
the development of nuclear energy and the

Equipment, processes, and facilities involving fabrication of additional nuclear weapons.
fissile material are subject to criticality safety Thus, it may seem that there is a decreased
evaluation prior to approval for operation in need for nuclear criticality technology.
the United States. The purpose of this However, the opposite is the real situation
presentation is fourfold. A brief overview of because the U.S. Government has current and
fissile material operations of emerging U.S. emerging responsibilities for:
interest is followed by a summary of the
current technical bases for criticality safety 1. hundreds of tons of fissile metal
analyses as set forth in national consensus weapons components in various forms,
standards. These various analyses, in turn,
establish the requirements for integral and 2. thousands of tons of spent fuel
differential nuclear data. The status of these assemblies from production, test,
data is summarized with regard to research and propulsion reactors,
completeness and accuracy. Then specific



3. approximately one-hundred thousand required to meet these goals. Toward this
commercial reactor spent fuel end, the subcommittee has evaluated and
assemblies, and ranked the experimental needs which have

been published in a recent DOE compilation. _
4. hundreds of millions of gallons and With this background on activities and

hundreds of thousands of drums of objectives, it is appropriate to proceed to the
nuclear waste which must be primary features of this presentation.
characterized as to safe fissile content.

II. CONSENSUS STANDARDS AND

During the past two decades, experimental CRITICALITY ANALYSES
activities in support of criticality safety
technology have decreased in the United Criticality safety analysis requirements for
States to the point where the Los Alamos Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
Critical Experiments Facility (LACEF) is the licensing and DOE certification are essentially
only multipurpose measurement facility that the same. These requirements establish the
remains fully operational. Currently, there is types of static and dynamic neutronic
no operational facility that is certified for phenomena analyzed which, in turn, establish
measurements with plutonium solutions, the need for a variety of nuclear data. Both
Recognizing the trends for new data needs and sets of regulations incorporate the ANS-8
declining experimental capabilities, the series of national consensus standards on
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board criticality safety as technical basis elements on
(DNFSB)issuedReeornmendation 93-2 to the the proper utilization of nuclear data in
Department of Energy (DOE) last year. On performing qualified analyses.
August 10, 1993, the DOE formally responded
to this recommendation with the establishment The current DOE Order 5480.24, NUCLEAR
of its Nuclear Criticality Experiments Steering CRITICALITY SAFETY, incorporates seven
Committee. This committee was given three of these standards. Two of the standards
long-term goals: address the topics of administrative practices

and training for nuclear criticality safety. The
1. provide a set of well-documented remaining five standards involve the use of

critical experiments to confirm the nuclear data. Three are specific to certain
adequacy of criticality computer codes applications. ANSI/ANS-8.5-1986 deals with
and data; the use ofborosilicate-glass Raschig tings for

neutron absorption. ANSI/ANS-8.5-1975;
2. maintain the DOE's core competency R87 give guidance on fissile material storage.

for the performance of criticality ANSI/ANS-8.15-1981; R87 g_.vesguidance on
experiments; and critical masses and safe mass limits for the

special actinide elements. The other two
3. improve nuclear criticality predicta- standards are somewhat more general in nature

bility, and they are prescriptive with regard to the
requirements for criticality safety analyses.

In its charter, the steering committee has
established a subcommittee of DOE and The principal standard dealing with the use and
contractor personnel, one of which is the qualification of analytical methods is ANSI/
author, to advise it on methods and data ANS-8.1-1983; R88, "Nuclear Criticality



Safety in Operations with Fissionable of applicability of validating critical exper-
Materials Outside Reactors." This standard iments is given in Appendix E of Ref. 1. It
admits a wide variety of methods for should be noted that 5% in the calculated
predicting system effective multiplication fac- effective multiplication factor is often used as
tors or for deriving subcritical limits, a reasonable margin of subcriticality. This
However, it prescribes a common procedure value may be unsafe or overly conservative,,,

for establishing the validity of these methods, depending on the sensitivity of the system
The features of this procedure include: multiplication factor to variations in the

parameters controlling reactivity. Good
1. analytical biases in calculated effective practice includes investigations to establish

multiplication factors determined through these sensitivities.
validation with experimental measure-
ments; The other standard which establishes the need

for nuclear safety analyses is ANSI/ANS-8.3-
2. the range of applicability of validating 1986, "Criticality Accident Alarm System."

critical experiments in terms of reactivity Implicitly, it includes both neutron and photon
controlling parametric variation (enrich- transport in addressing the issues of accident
ment, moderation, etc.) must be estab- detectability and accident severity. It specifies
lished; a minimum accident of concern for

detectability as being one which generates 20
3. acceptable safety margins should include rad of combined neutron and photon dose in

the analytical bias, statistical uncertainty one minute at a distance of 2 m from the
associated with the Monte Carlo analysis surface of the system. Alarm signals and
(or uncertainty of other neutron transport evacuation routes must be evaluated for areas
methodology), system parametric uncer- in which the absorbed dose in free air could
tainties _,nd uncertainties in validating exceed 12 rad. Thus, through various static,
experiments, as well as a reasonable coupled, neutron-photon analyses, flux
margin ofsubcriticality; distributions must be calculated. Also,

through dynamic analyses, the fission yields
4. the nuclear properties, such as cross which control dose rates must be determined.

sections, should be consistent with Alternatively, maximum, bounding valuesfor
experimental measurements of these fission yields for instantaneous events in wet
properties; and and dry systems can be assumed. The

bounding-value assumptions can be very
5. computer soRware verification, documen- onerous with regard to overdesign of the alarm

tation, and configuration control should system, over restrictions of the operations or
be performed, overly extensive isolation through site

boundaries. Good practice involves analyses
Nuclear data requirements arising from this of these dose levels with methods that are
standard include both integral measurements technically acceptable. Thus, a variety of
for methods validation and differential neutron integral and differential neutron and photon
data to be used in the analyses. An excellent data is required to perform these analyses.
review of the methods validation procedure is
given in the recent document by Carter. 2 An
initial draft of criteria for establishing the area



III. INTEGRAL DATA energy and the energy spectra of neutrons
from delayed neutrons. For criticality accident

Measured physical phenomena which are analyses, coupled neutron-photon data such as
integrated over part or all of the neutron interaction cross sections and yields, as well as
energy range are referred to as being integral dose factors are required. Finally, measured
data. These are primarily used in a neutron energy spectra for various positions
corroborative sense to validate criticality interior and exterior to the critical system are
safety analytical methodology. The primary very useful in evaluating analyses for neutron
physical phenomenon of interest to criticality slowing-down, absorption, and leakage.
safety is the effective multiplication factor.
Appendix D ofRef. 1 lists physics criteria for V. STATUS OF CRITICALITY DATA
benchmark critical experiments as compiled by
the DOE Nuclear Criticality Technology For criticality analysis purposes, both integral
Safety Project (NCTSP). Included in this and differential nuclear data are best known
compilation are several integral parameters for very high neutron energy and well-
along with desirable margins of uncertainty, thermalized systems with material
For static analyses, these include the effective combinations corresponding to reactor design
multiplication factors for critical (within 25¢) configurations. Data are less well known for
and subcritical systems, reactivity worths intermediate mass nuclides acting as neutron
(10%), the average number of neutrons per absorbers and moderators within nuclear waste
fission (1%), reaction rates and their ratios and as fissile material packaging components.
(5%), and derived quantities such as the Recent studies 3'4 have shown broad
thermal utilization. For dynamic analyses, discrepancies between results provided by
integral quantities of interest include the standard cross-section libraries for
neutron lifetime (5%), the generation time configurations chosen to emphasize the
(5%), delayed neutron yields as a function of neutronic effects of these systems.
delay time, and the half-lives of delayed
neutron precursors. Also useful are positive With regard to intermediate energy spectra
and negative periods measured near delayed needs, two examples are cited. Better data on
critical and decay constants for radioactive the resonance structure for the plutonium
actinides and fission products (for application isotopes in the near thermal region is
in spent fuel reactivity analyses), recognized in the recent report 5 by the

Nuclear Energy Agency Secretariat. The need
IV. DIFFERENTIAL DATA for integral data to validate systems containing

233Usalts in the intermediate energy range is
With regard to differential data, the primary demonstrated in the recent study by
interest is in the energy pointwise variation of Hollenbach and Hopper. 6
the neutron cross sections. In addition to

tabulations for smoothly varying cross Open literature information on critical
sections, this requires inelastic scattering configurations with intermediate enrichments
levels, angular scattering distributions, of uranium (5% _ 235U,: 93%) is very sparse.
resonance parameters, and thermal scattering A recent presentation 7 on measurements made
kernels. Generally, the energy spectra of at the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow at
neutrons from prompt fission are required, intermediate uranium enrichments (6.5%,
More specific to dynamic analyses are delayed 7.5%, 10%, 20.8%, 80%) offers some
neutron yields as a function of incident neutron possibility of obtaining data in this range.
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Finally, there is strong international interest in the United States of America: 1994-
performing integral measurements on spent 1999, LA-12683, Los Alamos National
nuclear fuel for the purpose of validating Laboratory, March 1994.
burnup credit methodologies.
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received much attention under the breeder
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